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*Ensemble Seating After CBNDA Performance*

**Piccolo**
- Ashley Chambers

**Flute**
- Mary Hales, principal
- Zach Scamurra
- Mallory Harrison

**Oboe**
- Frank Clark, principal
- Matthew Barnes

**B-Flat Clarinet**
- John Bell, principal
- Mitchell Sidden
- Meghan Brown
- Ashley Harrington
- Brendan Hoffman
- Todd Perry

**Bass Clarinet**
- Andrew Wiele

**Alto Saxophone**
- Nate Beattie, principal
- Brett Newberry

**Tenor Saxophone**
- Alex McKinney

**Baritone Saxophone**
- Daniel Vega

**Bassoon**
- Rebecca Fraser, principal
- Erich Unterschutz

**Trumpet**
- Philip Elsbecker, principal
- Carlot Dorve
- Alexandra Candia
- Alex Weinzierl
- Chance Inman
- Piper Stow

**Horn**
- Liz Ivey, co-principal
- Annelise Miner, co-principal

**Trombone**
- James Cookingham, principal
- Robert Fears
- Ben Musgraves
- Josh Boyer, bass

**Euphonium**
- Mitchell Goodman, principal
- Greg Johnson

**Tuba**
- Ryan Matejek
- Wyatt Moore

**Percussion**
- Clayton Carter, principal
- Jordan Nielsen
- Stephen Landy
- Emily Miclon
- Christopher Fusco
- Taylor Petska
- Elizabeth Fetzer

**Piano**
- Daniel Singh

**String Bass**
- Zach Clark